C
omputer's mission is to be the primary source for timely technical information and an indispensable resource for learning and understanding the advances and emerging trends in computing theory, practice, applications, and technology. As the agship publication of the IEEE Computer Society, Computer also serves as a communication platform between the Computer Society and its members by publishing and highlighting Society news, awards, and bene tsincluding the many products and services it o ers.
I am honored to serve as Computer's 2015-2016 editor in chief (EIC) after a six-year stint as an associate EIC (AEIC) under past EICs Ron Vetter (2011 -2014 ) and Carl Chang (2007 -2010 . Ron dramatically reenergized Computer with an e ective content development model and bolstered the magazine's multimedia foothold. Carl successfully launched many initiatives; a particular success was the establishment of Computer's Industrial Advisory Board (IAB), which went on to become the IAB for the whole of the Computer Society.
SUSTAINING THE MOMENTUM
My plans for Computer are to sustain its current momentum and successes, to make necessary adaptations to cope with changes and advances in the eld, to venture a little by trying a few new things, and to make sure Computer remains an enjoyable magazine to read-in addition to being useful and informative.
Progress in these areas will depend largely on an active and engaged editorial board. To continue the strength and e ectiveness of Computer's editorial board, I will appoint three to four new members annually. New appointments will bring additional energy and perspectives to help us keep up with fast-paced changes in research, technology, and practice. Computer's increased emphasis on multimedia content is an important component of its future success, and I will continue to support this, along with the editorial board and sta , by appointing Charles (Chuck) Severance as the Associate Editor in Chief of Multimedia. Through Chuck's diligent e orts, his Computing Conversations column has been a great hit-featuring interviews with luminaries in the eld from both the past and present. I plan to sustain this successful yet demanding multimedia endeavor by allocating more resources and appointing an additional editor to assist Chuck as he initiates even more conversations. In addition, with help from Computer's multimedia sta editor Brian Brannon, members of the editorial board will increasingly participate in interviewing article and column authors.
Computer's healthy number of diverse and interesting columns and departments is another feature that I wish to enhance. I will add three to ve new columns to the current list of 14 that currently run monthly or bimonthly. The quantity, diversity, and quality of Computer's columns add great value and appeal for our readers. 
EIC'S MESSAGE CONTENT-DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
Timely special issues on emerging topics and applications are the mainstay of Computer's content. Special issues typically include four to five articles. You are invited to submit proposals to Bill Schilit, Computer's special issues AEIC, for consideration. The editorial board also cultivates its own timely special issue proposals from prominent academicians and practitioners. The board meets annually to create the editorial calendar based on general submissions and proposed special issues.
To round out our peer-reviewed Research Features (technical articles that describe significant computing advances in a language our broad readership can understand), Perspectives (articles providing stimulating commentary on a topic of interest to computing professionals), and Computing Practices (reports on practical experience and solutions), Computer will continue to publish timely columns and departments. Column editors are highly encouraged to periodically invite guest authors who are considered to be pioneers in their field to contribute a column.
ENGAGING OUR AUDIENCE
Our readers should feel empowered to truly become part of the magazine. This is the expectation today in many online-only publications, and should be the case for Computer as it moves to a predominantly digital format. Many topics covered in each issue invite useful and stimulating discussions. If we are able to overlay Computer articles, columns, and departments with a discussion layer, we will create a valuable engagement channel that boosts the value of our content. Additionally, this discussion layer could provide a key differentiator between accessing digital Computer as a member and accessing its articles from the IEEE Xplore digital library or Qmags editions as a nonmember. I will examine this possibility further with the editorial board and the Computer Society leadership.
Computer will continue its efforts to be more inclusive of and relevant to a younger audience of college students and the emerging, fast-growing maker community. The December 2014 issue, guest edited by Intel's Brian David Johnson, provided a glimpse of what this young audience has to offer to the rest of our readership. A new Student Design Showcase column, exclusively dedicated to this component of our audience and edited by Greg Byrd, will begin appearing regularly with the February issue.
Awards will also be an important part of our new engagement model. By awarding the most influential authors, the most useful reviewers, and even the most active readers (discussants), Computer increases its value and further stimulates member engagement.
EDITORIAL BOARD UPDATES
We are grateful to Ron Vetter for his diligent work in executing the improvements that helped Computer achieve its current level of success and prominence. Ron will continue with us in a new role as a member of the advisory board. Also joining the advisory board is Savitha Srinivasan, who is stepping down as Multimedia Area Editor (AE).
After 17 years of dedication and hard work, Jennifer Stout, the Computer Society's manager of editorial services and Computer's long-time clutch player, decided to step down to pursue other ventures. We are grateful to Jenny for her great service and tremendous professionalism, and we wish her all the best in her future plans. Carrie Clark, Computer's managing editor, will continue to fill in until recruitment is completed for Jenny's replacement.
After 10 years of service as AEIC for Research Features, Kathleen Swigger is also stepping down, passing the torch to Ying-Dar Lin. We welcome Ying-Dar to his new role as AEIC and appreciate the commitment Kathleen has shown over the years.
Also stepping down are Graphics and Multimedia Area Editor Oliver Bimber, Invisible Computing Column Editor Albrecht Schmidt, and Entertainment Computing Column Editor Kevin Sung. We thank them for their dedication and wish them all the best.
Starting with the January 2015 issue, we welcome five new editorial board members whose appointments have been confirmed by the IEEE Computer Society Publications Board. These new members' roles along with changes to areas are described below.
NEW AREAS AND COLUMNS
Computer's area coverage will adapt in response to significant recent advances in the field. Six new areas have been established (Internet of Things; Big Data and Data Analytics; Vision, Visualization, and Augmentation; Cloud Computing; Identity Sciences and Biometrics; and Green and Sustainable Computing), three of which were previously covered as columns (Green IT, Discovery Analytics, and Identity Sciences); the Cloud Computing column will continue to be edited by San Murugesan. Computer will also add two new columns.
Google's Roy Want will serve as the new Internet of Things AE. Roy, along with other colleagues from Google, contributes one of the Outlook articles in this issue ("Enabling the Internet of Things"), which eloquently articulates the R&D roadmap for the IoT area.
Naren Ramakrishnan from Virginia Tech, who served as Information
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and Data Management AE, will now be joined by Google's Ravi Kumar; the two will jointly serve as the new Big Data and Data Analytics AEs. Another Outlook article in this issue comes from the IBM Research Lab in Austin, Texas ("A Second Generation of Big Data Systems"), and it presents an overview of how emerging technology and new applications are driving big data systems to undergo significant changes.
Mike Daily of HRL Laboratories will serve as the new Vision, Visualization, and Augmentation AE (see "New Computer Area" sidebar). This new area, which caters to the convergence of Computer Vision, Visualization, and Augmented Reality, replaces Graphics and Multimedia.
Schahram Dustar from the Technical University of Vienna will serve as the new Cloud Computing AE. This new area covers cloud performance and elasticity, cloud security, mobile cloud, and numerous issues related to utilizing software, platform, or infrastructure as services.
Karl Ricanek from the University of North Carolina Wilmington, who previously edited the Identity Sciences column, will serve as the Identity Science and Biometrics AE.
Kirk Cameron from Virginia Tech, who previously edited the Green IT column, will serve as the new Green and Sustainable Computing AE.
Antti Oulasvirta from Aalto University in Finland will serve as editor of the new column, Indistinguishable from Magic, which fosters a closer examination of interactive technologies and addresses broader human-computer interaction issues.
Finally, Greg Byrd from North Carolina State University, who has been an AE of Computer Architecture, will edit the Student Projects Showcase column, as described above.
IN THIS ISSUE
In addition to the aforementioned Internet of Things and big data systems "Outlook" articles, we also have a perspective from the US Department of Computer vision is the science behind converting high-dimensional data obtained from sensors into computable representations that enable our understanding of the sensor's environment. Similarly, visualization describes representations of information and knowledge depicted in visual form-giving rise to "aha!" moments for human viewers who can visualize previously hidden aspects of their data. Human capability and performance can be made "better, stronger, faster" through computer augmentation, which is perhaps the central unifying aspect of modern technology.
This new area focuses on the challenges facing these technologies, which are thought to form a powerful triangle-taking sensor data and converting it into representations (computer vision), taking representations in the context of their surroundings and forming images (visualization), and using the information from visualizations for improved modes of interaction and functioning (augmentation).
Computer solicits articles from this area, particularly new perspectives on the underlying theory, models, data, technologies, and applications that address this triangle as a whole or its parts, as well as related areas.
Selected CS articles and columns are also available for free at http://ComputingNow .computer.org.
